
 

 

Association: North Eastern 

Round: 7 

Date:  18th June, 2022 

 

Match between: BBH v Min Man 

 

A1 

Result: BBH 30 v Min Man 55 

This week’s game brought Min Man third on the ladder and BBH chasing their first win of the season. 

Great intensity by Min Man’s mid court. Leah Carling had Min Man have the lead from the first 

centre pass. Pressure in the second quarter by BBH’s defence had Min Man working hard to keep 

the lead. Jodie Allen shot accurately with consistent and strong defending by BBH. BBH’s Ellie 

Clarke’s vision into the goals allowed BBH goalies to convert. Overall, a great intense game by both 

teams where the overall score did not reflect the final score. 

 

A2 

Result: BBH 38 v Min Man 61  

A fantastic first quarter by BBH with Millie Squire and Lara Jurkovic’s defence work evening the score 

to lead by two goals. Min Man’s Emmerson Schoenberg consistent accuracy in goals gave them a 

good lead for the following three quarters, but all in all a good hard game by both teams. 

 

B1 

Result: BBH 32 v Min Man 40 

BBH’s early defensive pressure won them some turnovers in the first quarter. Some great intercepts 

by Olivia Hadley allowed Min Man to capitalise on their opportunities. BBH closed the gap in the 

third with strong drives down the court by Emily Lines. Despite many turnovers and rebounds by 

BBH’s Kelly Devine, Min Man maintained their composure and secured the win. 

 

B2 

Result: BBH 40 v Min Man 52  

The game started off even with both teams shooting well. Min Man fed well into the GS Emma Koch 

to take a small lead. BBH mid court worked hard but Min Man finished strong. 

 

C1 

Result: BBH 30 v Min Man 42 

BBH played an awesome team game combining well in more settled positions. BBH’s Jessie Klem 

held tight in the defensive ring against strong Min Man goalies Olive Charnstrom and Lara Smith. 

Tahlia Lockwood fought hard to keep the ball moving through the centre court. BBH had a great 

third quarter closing the gap to six. Min Man ran out the game to take the win. 

 

C2 

Result: BBH 48 v Min Man 31 

BBH came together as a team to come away with a great win. Strong defence was backed up by 

great options through the mid court while both sides shot well. BBH kept their heads and came out 

on top. 

 

 



15U 

Result: BBH 14 v Min Man 48 

A great start by both teams. Min Man settled first going into the first break with a three goal lead. 

Changes made by BBH saw a great battle between BBH GD Millie Bavistock and Min Man’s Charlie 

Ross. BBH worked hard all game, but Min Man were too strong on the day, pulling away for the win. 

 

J1 

Result: BBH 23 v Min Man 13 

This week’s 2021 grand final re-match got off to a very even start. BBH defenders held Min Man to 

two goals in the first and created great turnovers throughout the game. Min Man’s defence made it 

difficult for BBH to work it in, but BBH remained patient which enabled them to extend their lead 

and take out the win. 

 

J2 

Result: BBH 8 v Min Man 42 

Min Man came out firing with strong defence and quickly developed an 11 goal lead in the first 

quarter. Amber Smith played well at both ends of the court with tight defence and accurate 

shooting. Marissa Ross also showing versatility at both ends of the court. BBH’s Lily Hancock played 

with a big heart taking on the tall defender and getting some great intercepts. 

 

J3  

A good BBH team performed confidently against a smaller and younger Min Man. The whole BBH 

team performed strongly with positions being changed throughout the quarters. Min Man were 

valiant in their efforts, but BBH were a more consistent side on the day. 

 

J4  

The match started as an even contest with excellent moving in the Min Man attack by Charlee Hall, 

Maeve Allen and Lacey Lillecrap. BBH came out strong in the third quarter with good passages of 

play in attack and handy intercepts by Lucy Quinn and Emma Sommerville.  

 

J5  

A tough day for the BBH girls against a strong Min Man team. Lily Dalla and Talia Hooper worked 

great together in defence for BBH. Min Man’s Eliza Stockman and Sophia Duncan did an amazing job 

in goals with great accuracy. The girls all tried their best and never gave up. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Match between: RSMU V Eudunda Robertstown 

 

A1 

Result: RSMU 59 v Eudunda Robertstown 42 

Both teams came out hard from the first whistle with Abby Griffiths in WD for RSMU putting 

immediate pressure on the Eudunda Robertstown mid court causing many turn overs. Accurate 

shooting from Kyla Newman in GS for Eudunda Robertstown kept the scores even at quarter time. 

The Sains lifted intensity in the second quarter however RSMU’s transition into the attack line was 

strong with consistent and composed movement in the goal ring by the RSMU goalies. RSMU were 

able to open up the score line and pull away in the third quarter. The Saints swung the changes at 

the last break, but RSMU were too strong in the end. 

 

A2 

Result: RSMU 42 V Eudunda Robertstown 39 

RSMU came out firing in the first quarter with Baillie Trenwith creating turnovers and transitioning 

well into attack. Rachael McInerney held and presented well in the goal circle.  The Saint’s lifted their 

intensity in the second quarter with quick passages of play down the court finishing with strong 

shooting by Molly Bruhn. It was a tightly contested second half with Eudunda Robertstown’s Mem 

Dunston applying pressure and turn overs in the goal ring. RSMU played a consistent last quarter 

and managed to hang on to a 3 goal win. 

 

B1 

Result: RSMU 55 v Eudunda Robertstown 38 

It was a strong start from both teams straight from the first whistle, with strong and definite leads 

coming out of the defensive end into the attacking from both teams. Tegan Przibilla RSMU GA, held 

well against the strong defensive pressure from Claire Shiller Eudunda Robertstown GD. Emily Behn 

was a consistent option down the court when she moved into the C position. RSMU held a strong 

lead throughout the game recording a 17-goal win. 

 

B2 

Result: RSMU 38 v Eudunda Robertstown 32 

Eudunda Robertstown started well taking away the first pass from RSMU and held a six-goal lead for 

the first half. RSMU fought hard in their goal ring with their shooter not missing in the second half. 

RSMU pulled ahead with a few quick turn overs and recorded a close win in a tightly contested 

match.  

 

C1 

Result: RSMU 38 v Eudunda Robertstown 24 

Both teams started strongly with RSMU picking up a couple of turnovers and drawing ahead by the 

end of the first quarter. Stevie Dutton and Lucy Smith shot well in the second half for RSMU, and 

Jodie Mosey was her usual accurate self barely missing although she was put under extra pressure 

by Nadia Langtry.  RSMU came together in the second half to pull away and win by 14. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



C2 

Result: RSMU 76 v Eudunda Robertstown 31 

In a fast-paced C2 game RSMU burst out of the blocks to lead by 19 at quarter time. The game 

continued in this vein, in a welcome return to netball Amanda Vandeleur was dominating the centre 

court for RSMU and goalies Nicole Saunderson and Maddi Przibilla shot the lights out in attack. The 

Saints never stopped trying and their shining light was the shooting effort of young Madison Ah 

Chee, but RSMU were far too strong in a game where over 100 goals were scored. 

 

15U 

Result: RSMU 27 V Eudunda Robertstown 18 

A fast start from both teams, no errors and fantastic shooting by RSMU saw them get up in the first 

quarter. Eudunda Robertstown GK Isabella Schiller put pressure in the defence circle making RMSU 

goalies force the ball in and miss a few shots. Leighla Brown put on pressure in GK for RSMU creating 

lots of turn overs, with Madison Przibilla getting shots in. Makaya Sauer, Eudunda Robertstown, gave 

her team plenty of goals but RSMU came away with a fantastic team win.  

 

J1 

No Game 

 

J2 

Result: RSMU 35 v Eudunda Robertstown 2 

RSMU came out the blocks firing with RSMU GA Emmison Heinrich bringing great intensity to the 

attack line and converting well in the first quarter. Eudunda Robertstown defenders Eloura Mosey 

and Caitlin Cameron worked hard to turn the ball over, but RSMU kept pushing ahead, leading at the 

major break 16 to two. RSMU remained strong in the final two quarters with RSMU WD Elle Richards 

providing excellent drive out of defence, helping her team record a solid the win. 

 

J3 

Both teams started strongly in defence with great intercepts coming from RSMU defence line. 

Isabelle Berry was swapped into attack and played a great attacking game in GA for RSMU leading 

towards the ball which made it easy for RSMU to set up position and shoot. Ayla Schutz and Ella 

Prosser both played well for the Saints with both their defence and attack right down the court. A 

great show of some future stars for both teams.  

 

J4 

No Game 

 

J5 

A tightly contested game by two evenly matched teams. The Saints led well in the goal ring and were 

also strong in defence on turn overs. RSMU had strong defence with their determination proving 

successful sending the ball back down the court multiple times.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Match Between: BSR v North Clare 

 

A1 

Result BSR 52 v North Clare 46 

A very evenly fought match on the new Spalding courts. Both attack lines were strong and dynamic 

with every turnover making a difference. BSR managed to keep a tight lead for the majority of the 

game with accurate shooting from Taryn Kelly and Emily Ashby. North Clare’s Millie Heinjus took 

many intercepts in GK, playing a boomer. BSR came out on top by six.   

 

A2 

Result: BSR 56 v North Clare 35 

BSR had a great start with accurate shooting, leading by seven goals at quarter time. BSR’s defence 

proved too strong with Courtney Moller getting her hands to the ball frequently. North Clare’s mid 

court was strong, and the game evened out through the remainder of the match.  

 

B1 

Result: BSR 48 v North Clare 23 

North Clare came out strong and took an early lead. BSR came closer in the second quarter but 

amazing shooting from Renee Scott, Jessica Lloyd and Eliza Burton proved too strong.  

 

B2 

Result: BSR 44 V North Clare 56 

A tight even game in the first half. Yana Zanette provided great feeding into a very accurate Ruby 

Stringer in goals. Jess Longbottom worked hard in the centre for BSR. Overall, a very good game to 

watch. 

 

C1 

Result: BSR 24 V North Clare 60 

A strong start by North Clare leading by five to 17 at quarter time. Young, quick and accurate goalies 

Lilli Smith and Marie Mulligan took North Clare to a convincing win.  

 

C2 

No Game 

 

15U 

Result: BSR 49 v North Clare 11 

BSR dominated in the first half to lead convincingly, with excellent accurate shooting by Alice 

Wheaton and Jasmine Ross. North Clare improved and evened play in the second half moving 

through the mid court well, however BSR were too strong in goals.  

 

J1 

Result: BSR 21 V North Clare 33 

Some fantastic passages of play by both sides, with North Clare leading 11 to 16 at half time. Strong 

attacking movement and shooting by Tegan Klook gave North Clare a clear win in the end.  

 

J2 

No Game 

 



 

J3 

BSR got off to a good start with Sophie Weckert strong in goals, passing around the goal circle with 

Alice Trengove. Paige gave good offers down the court, chasing good balls. Sophie Meaney and Zoe 

Lynch kept BSR on their toes making good interceptions.  

 

J4 

A strong highly contested game. There were some impressive passages of play by both North Clare 

and BSR. North Clare played a strong defensive game throughout the court, while BSR improved 

their game by making space and leading well. A great game to watch, well done girls!  

 

J5 

BSR and North Clare both started the game well with strong leading, passages of play and defence.  

In the second half North Clare took the lead with accurate shooting. Great defensive pressure by Ivy 

Weckert and Ana-Marie McPherson. 

 

 

Match between: Blyth Snowtown v South Clare 

 

A1 

Result: Blyth Snowtown 49 v South Clare 53 

South Clare started strong scoring the first four goals, Blyth Snowtown adjusted and were down by 

two at quarter time. South Clare goalies shot consistently but were only able to increase the margin 

to three at half time. Blyth Snowtown made changes and the margin remained at three with Leah 

Edmunds dominating with her height and rebounding well. Blyth Snowtown were unable to close the 

gap due to accurate shooting by Katie Liebelt and Bella Rawlings. 

 

A2 

Result: Blyth Snowtown 49 v South Clare 56 

A firing start by both teams saw a close first quarter and great defensive pressure by Georgia Mills. 

South Clare came out strong in the second quarter and with great mid court pressure and accurate 

shooting by Bella Rawlings and Katie Woodrow which saw their lead pushed out to nine goals. With 

some changes in the Blyth Snowtown line up, it reduced South Clare's lead to five goals at three 

quarter time. South Clare stepped up their intensity in the last quarter and fought for every loose ball 

taking the win by seven. Great consistent game played by Maddy Zweck for her 200th game! 

 

B1 

Result: Blyth Snowtown 76 v South Clare 33 

Blyth Snowtown started well with accurate shooting and Rachel Sanders in defence creating lots of 

turnovers to see the Cats lead the first quarter by ten. South Clare goalies Lucy Malycha and Ellie 

Johnson worked hard and shot well but Blyth Snowtown increased their lead at half time to 22. Blyth 

Snowtown continued to pass well into the ring for the third and last quarter and the Blyth Snowtown 

goalies of Kristin Allchurch and Donna Stewart continued to shoot well, seeing Blyth Snowtown 

increase their lead and have a great win. 

 

 

 

 



B2 

Result: Blyth Snowtown 62 v South Clare 21 

Blyth Snowtown started the game sharp, with Chloe Freebairn presenting strong in the wing. While 

Poppy Wilson fought hard to get possessions and touches in defence, South Clare were not able to 

convert consistently. Charlie Jacka shot incredibly well throughout the game for Blyth Snowtown, as 

the team maintained quick, clean use of the ball down the court. Both teams made changes at half 

time, however Blyth Snowtown continued to fight hard and efficiently for the ball to build the lead 

each quarter, despite South Clare's continued efforts throughout. 

 

C1 

Result: Blyth Snowtown 34 v South Clare 30 

An evenly matched game with multiple changes in the lead. Blyth Snowtown had a good first quarter 

with GA Ruby Jacka shooting beautifully in her 100th senior Cats game. South Clare came out firing in 

the second quarter to reclaim the lead by two at half time. South Clare defenders Dominyka Millard 

and Kelsey Inglis got lots of touches, but Blyth Snowtown continued to lead and create options and 

led by three going into the final term.  Blyth Snowtown brought Kim Hoepner into GK and got some 

opportunities to rebound in the final quarter. A friendly game in great conditions and a good win for 

the Cats.   

 

C2 

Result: Blyth Snowtown 34 v South Clare 16 

Blyth Snowtown came out firing with accurate shooting from Makayla Matthews and Mia McCauley. 

Bonnie Williams fed well into the ring to increase their lead in the second quarter. South Clare had 

some excellent play in the third quarter, with great defensive pressure from Anna Edwards. Ivy-Rose 

Samuel took some great shots to keep South Clare competitive. Blyth Snowtown applied great 

pressure in the fourth quarter to finish with a strong win in the end. 

 

15U 

Result: Blyth Snowtown 26 v South Clare 22 

South Clare came out firing and started strong with beautiful defensive pressure and accurate 

shooting by Mackenzie Victor. Blyth Snowtown fought hard in the second quarter with Charlotte 

Welke taking many clean intercepts and Blyth Snowtown goalies capitalising on these turnovers 

bringing the score back to even. South Clare stepped up their intensity in the third quarter with their 

defensive pressure from Poppy Wilson and Imogen Nitschke. In the last quarter Greta Pratt came on 

in midcourt which brought fresh legs and strong drives down the court. Blyth Snowtown took the 

lead for the first time in the game and were able to steady and maintain their lead resulting in a four 

goal win over the Demons. 

 

J1 

Result: Blyth Snowtown 10 v South Clare 28 

A steady start by both teams but South Clare stepped up early with many great passages of play. 

Blyth Snowtown’s defenders fought hard all game, with Trinity Bernhardt taking many beautiful 

intercepts. South Clare’s full court pressure was able to limit the Cats scoring opportunities, with 

Emma Slattery dominating in GK for South. 

 

 

 

 



J2 

Result: Blyth Snowtown: 40 vs South Clare 6 

South Clare played a strong game with some great goals by Cassidy Maloney and Ebony Pearse.  Cats 

played well throughout the game with great footwork from Simone Grindell-Ooyendek and leads 

from Tilly Welke and Makayla Eime. Deliah Goodrich played a good defence game with great 

turnovers. Blyth Snowtown kept pressure on their opponents throughout and played hard. 

 

J3 

No Game 

 

J4 

South Clare started game strong converting turnovers into goals Blyth Snowtown GD Eliza Honner 

worked hard in defence. Half time teams made significant changes and Blyth Snowtown shot their 

first goal for the game!  

 

J5 

South proved strong competition in the first half with great drive down the court and Chinyere 

Alozies accurate shooting. Defensive pressure from the Cats helped to slow them down. However, 

the second half created a twist, as great intercepts from Ruby Kells provided many turn overs to 

goals for the Cats. 

 

 


